IN THE COUNTY COURT

CASE NO. BS614519-MC65
CF101741
CF20414

17th January 2016
BETWEEN

MAURICE JOHN KIRK
Claimant
And

THE CHIEF CONSTABLE OF THE SOUTH WALES CONSTABULARY
Defendant

Claimant’s Position Statement
An over arching modus operandi of malfeasance committed by the South Wales Police
1. The marked enclosed , in red, in the 12th Jan 16 Claimant Position Statement was for the
purpose of attaching those documents by ‘hyper link’ but the Defendant has them except
the enclosed Claimant 12th January 2016 letter to the Criminal Cases Review Commission
summarising why these proceedings are in danger of becoming, some call, perverse.
2. Paragraphs marked in red were the following: 11, 12, 16, 22, 23, 26, 33, 42, 43 and 47.
3. The Claimant does not, of course, because the Defendant refuses them contrary to CPR.
4.

Disclosure has played a central role in these proceedings. Expressly the failure to disclose, a
statutory & common law duty by a Defendant, has fatally prejudiced the Claimant's position,
yet they have the gall to protest the same re documents already in their possession.

5. The Claimant also refers to the Claimant forcefully stayed and premeditated withdrawn
police Actions, Claimant’s seven times refusing to produce his driving documents, leading to
not even a caution and CCRC’s current investigations including the ‘machine gun’ matter and
the Defendant’s fabrication of medical records, as topical subjects for Thursday’s hearing.
6.

His English family feel that the police and court are determined to ‘snuff them out’ along
with the other media attracting incidents including the low level helicopter chase of the
Claimant while a passenger in his own Cub, the fabricated speed camera allegations leading
to the arrest of prosecutor, Ely, Cardiff, false arrest as a psychiatric patient ‘on the loose’
only to be then falsely imprisoned on the pretext the Claimant’s ‘failed identification’ over a
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‘garrotte type instrument’ used on Prince Charles’ farm, ‘smuggling pigs’ in from Ireland in
his two seat aircraft for DC Murphy to re write his previous nonexistent records mid trial and
the clear MAPPA conspiracy by the Chief Constable with her ‘shoot to kill intention etc etc
7. The Claimant refers to Paras 16, 20, 26, 33, 42 & 43 as samples of Defendant failed
disclosure a malicious act, in itself.

16. Police conduct is highlighted by the November 2009 evidence enclosed when the
Appellant first became aware he was a MAPPA registered victim.
The Claimant requires that the Defendant disclose police records re incidents:
i)

re FTAC being called in and outcome immediately after the false Chief Constable’s
affidavit was signed six weeks late.

ii)

re 1st June 2009 Independent Advisory Group police HQ meeting and outcome

iii)

re 8th June 09 Barry police station MAPPA meeting and outcome, why all other
agencies were excluded, why did it take two months after deciding the Claimant
was ‘in possession’ of a machine gun with a further three weeks to have the
Claimant arrested as a MAPPA registered ‘very violent’ individual

iv)

re medical evidence that was put before both Cardiff Recorder, Her Honour Eleri
Rees and His Honour Judge Neil Bidder by the Crown Prosecution Service

v)

re police videoed 2010 interview in Barry police station following his acquittal, the
Claimant’s written complaint and disciplinary procedures on ‘Foxy’ and other
police officers who falsified evidence in the January 2010 trial, outcome of
Claimant’s written complaint to Inspector Lucas’s complaint re the ‘gun’ having to
be painted a different colour to fool the jury

Para 20 ALSO, fabricated police evidence in this civil court, was dependant on the police:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

vi)

preventing the Appellant from having key witness summonses served
withholding the identity of police officers and other eye witnesses for service
ignoring numerous Appellant applications surrounding the numbered
identity numbers of some sixty odd police incidents involving the Appellant
having free access to any HMCTS court records, to copy, alter or purloin, as
was the case in at least twenty four of current incidents, currently under
appeal and now repeated in 1st Dec 201’s harassment conviction fiasco.
enclosed

re the Claimant’s witnesses withheld, when, how and why, such as the air traffic
controller, Gerry Morris (stolen motor bike witness), Inspector Trigg (for almost all of
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Action One), Inspector in Bridgend introducing ‘mouth wash’, Mark Powell and S Godfrey
both known to Fairwater police and interviewed while retrieving the BMW motor bike, Mr
Murphy, employed by Inspector Rice to steal one of the Claimant’s practice vehicles etc

vii)

re identify police in the 70 odd incidents despite earlier orders to disclose them

viii)

re 1st Dec 2011 Cardiff Magistrates’ harassment conviction records as to how, when and
why police confiscated exhibits needed for three possibly four juries.

Para 26 Not once did the Appellant get asked as to the whereabouts of his own
machine gun enclosed as they searched his motor vehicle (see website photographs
and police CCTV) as Senior management had known, all along, it had already been
sold almost a year earlier and examined on day of sale, by an armourer, as being
decommissioned with an issued proof house certificate.
ix)

Research incident at police HQ, on 18th June 2009, without lawful cause, to let loose the
Claimant’s three legged Jack Russell dog, Jacques, into that busy public high way also
without lawful authority, detain the Claimant still further by a ‘vehicle inspection’ when
no traffic offence had been alleged, deliberate intimidation of the Claimant by surrounding
him with machine gun armed police carry stun grenades, in tin hats and flak jackets, the
outcome of the Claimant’s immediate detailed complaint, that followed, made in writing,
after driving himself (not arrested as Defendant implied) to an alternative police station,
the exact reasons for the 2000 mile route around the UK by often single police men with
gun on the back seat and name of police officer, immediately after ‘ trial, seen walking out
of court and down along pavement, entirely on his own, with the ‘gun’ slung over his
shoulder ?......This list is also far from exhaustive

Para 33 Paragraph 11.2. Of course the gun had ‘live ammunition’. All but one
cartridge was still in the gun’s magazine when lying on the court room table a year
later and, no doubt, they were the very same ones seen on the You Tube piece of film
enclosed played to the jury off the Appellant’s website, www.kirkflyingvet.com as
prosecution evidence!
x)

re where when, why and how prosecution exhibits, such as the 2nd machine gun, video
and the Lewis ‘gun’ itself were all traced, route of the ‘live’ ammunition found in the
Claimant’s house in the 22nd June 2009 police helicopter armed police raid on his family to
not just arrest the Claimant but also to snatch his then 10 year old daughter, Genevieve.

Para 42 .This police doctor, with neither appropriate qualifications nor evidence, had
informed the court Maurice Kirk had significant irreversible brain damage with CPS
Mr Thomlow stating it was believed to be caused from a brain tumour. Enclosed
xi)

Re evidence of a brain tumour in the Claimant’s cranium, why Claimant was never been so
advised, why denied access to the2nd December 2009 Cardiff Crown Court hearing when
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Dr Tegwyn Williams was being blackmailed to be there, why was he black mailed and for
what Caswell Clinic incident did this refer to and detail as the unlawful conduct of
Professor Rodger Wood’s similarly protected by the police for fabricating medical
evidence for his Honour Judge Neil Bidder QC.
xii)

Para 43. January 2013’s 0CF03922 Cardiff County Court ‘strike out’ application, for
the Appellant’s damages claim against NHS (Wales) with both Dr Tegwyn Williams
and Swansea University’s Professor Rodger Wood’s having also falsified police
medical records, His Honour Judge Seys Llewellyn QC refused it being struck out as
the police psychiatrist had not even been qualified to diagnose from specialist brain
scans enclose

Xii)
re Judge’s refusal to modify a ‘restraining order’ or have data removed from the
Claimant’s website including the enclosed WANTED poster:
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The 26th October 2015 Judgment

A few examples of fact for query before the appeal should be drafted unless the
Defendant has done so.
1. The Claimant did not say say Mrs Hutchinson suffered from Alzheimer’s decease and
thereby influencing the quality of her evidence
2.

Scott Parry succinctly stated the WPC Lott did not examine the rear tyre after
dismounting her police car to warn the Claimant of it

3. PC Thomas’ arrest of the Claimant, over the ‘no name and address given’ , was
unlawful as it is admitted in his evidence confirmed no such question was put before
the arrest and compounded by his belief to cause him to jump on his back believing he
may be a mental patient under s. 136 of 1983 Mental health Act

4. Not just the first page of the custody record, allegations listed and parts of the
interview transcript was unlawfully removed all knew who the Claimant was, with
lawful address for service before sunset for the lies to be given in court next day that
their prisoner could not be ‘identified’

An extract from observations jotted down by a member of the Kirk family

5. Grand Ave incident
It is a cardinal principle of the common law that, in the absence of statutory authority, a
police officer has no power to detain a person for questioning unless he first arrests such
person.
A typical scenario would be this:- a constable approaches D, who appears to be
acting suspiciously, or whom the constable suspects might be implicated in criminal
activities.
The constable puts certain questions to D which the latter declines to answer. D
then walks away. The constable takes hold of D by the arm or shoulder to restrain him. D
retalites by striking the constable.
If the act of taking hold of D amounts to a battery,albeit a technical one, or to a false
imprisonment, D cannot be guilty under section 51 (1)as the constable would have been
"exceeding the limits of his authority" at the time of the assault; furthermore D would
have been acting in self-defence.
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There are many cases which follow this scenario mutatis mutandis which HHJ S-L will be
familiar with and as you are LiP and he has stated he has responsibility in this area, can't just
ignore on grounds of impartiality. cases: Ludlow, Kenlin, and more.
You were never initially arrested for this it was cooked up later to apply undue and onerous
pressure/burden on vulnerable detained person.
HHJ has said there was no assault, but that was you on them what about the police?
What was the detail of senior management reprimand or compliments?
What was done about the complaint of assault on the Claimant?
The note, his & your testimony provide a clear picture which HHJ has perversely
disregarded.

Helicopter chase
Again findings of fact appear perverse when compared to the primary material such as the
person who was actually present and involved. The helicopter incident omits many of the
facts in favour of peverse inference and imputation, or imputation in lieu of inference.
MJK was not flying, Mr Aishe was, MJK did not leave aircraft ( re medical reasons of
historical juries - relevant to all the other incidents related to "runnning away"), no-one at
Gloucs airport knew him to be there, Mr Aishe signed the book for himself, yet HHJ appears
to substitute this with his own version based on thin air.
Almost all the central evidence to this incident has been withheld by SWP, unlawfully so and
can ONLY bve for the purpose of perverting the court's purpose / undermining the court...
etc.
What assment of evidence and witnesses withheld OVERALL.

Insp Davies broken wing mirror
EG in Davies wing mirror incident - what of the 3 or 4 other officers he claimed wspent ages
in car park reconstructing wing mirror, what of the victim - the coroner. They were all
named public servants currently receiving payroll or pensions, easily contactable.
The failure to do so by Defendant is evidenc ein itself of malfeasance.
So 3 or 4 witnesses for that incident alone, in Bickerstaff the occupants of the Volvo at
least, in Kihlberg Mrs Hutchison & the 4 other named witnesses (plus any other regulars
who may have been there).
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Action 2 14.3 Breath Test required at Cowbridge Road West Surgery 20 December 2000.

This a bit crafty. It says "at or near place where requirement to cooperate" whcih ould
mean just about anything
(2) A preliminary breath test administered in reliance on section 6(2) to (4) may be
administered only at or near the place where the requirement to co-operate with the
test is imposed.
(3) A preliminary breath test administered in reliance on section 6(5) may be administered
—
(a)
at or near the place where the requirement to co-operate with the test is
imposed, or
(b)
if the constable who imposes the requirement thinks it expedient, at a police
station specified by him.
When was it? Where was it? Who was it?
Doing a test for an accident for which there was no vehicle?
The officers didn't know anything. This takes one into the realms of officers acting purely
on being told to, directed to. It is apparent that they had no corrobating or collateral
information, let alone anything they may have generated themselves. This is a flagrant
violation in the spirit of
Say for example there was a malicious allegation by some unidentified informant, and say
that only because a non malicious honest informant will 1) likely be named / availabel to
testify and 2) will have done a more comprehensive job at gathering a relevant fact or two
like at least a vehicle, its colour, its registration index, from which Police may have obtained
keepers details and adrress to attend.
Clearly this was an incident directly targeted at MJK without any corresponding vehicle or
highways involvement.
Thus no requirement to provide a breath test could have arisen.
If the information was solely " I saw MJK driving just now and he was drunk" is not credible
or reliable information, not by itself.
If the informant was another police officer who witnessed such, then that officer will have
had the perspicacity to get an index, at least a partial and a description of the vehicle, and
no doubt any other vehicle involved . That he knew it to be MJK leads to the question of
notoriety. Then passing information to colleagues we would expect there to be this
information.
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But there is none of this and apparently little if any disclosure leaving a hole in the evidence

ACPO Guidance
Necessity to Arrest
National Investigative Interviewing
Strategic Steering Group (NIISSG)

The ACPO NIISSG Position
An officer conducting an arrest is responsible for making and justifying the decision to
exercise their powers, the case of O’Hara v CC RUC (1997) decided that where an arrest is
made solely on the order of a senior officer, the arresting officer must form the required
reasonable grounds in their own mind before making the arrest. This should not be
interpreted as meaning officers cannot conduct arrests when instructed to do so, it
merely reinforces the need for arresting officers to form their own judgement of
necessity based on the information supplied to them when briefed and directed by
others.
Code G requires officers to consider other practical alternatives to arrest such as use of
street bail to compel the suspected person to attend a police station at a later time and date
for interview or the use of voluntary attendance to conduct the interview. Specifically the
Code states an officer who believes it is necessary to interview a person suspected of
committing an offence must consider whether their arrest is necessary to carry out the
interview.

Case Law
Many cases as Lord Diplock opined: " this is yet another of the "breathylser" case to reach
this House.."
Morris v Beardmore [1980] 2 All ER 753
90 mins after an accident, clearly involving his car and thus he was likely the driver, Police
arrived at his property understandably with a number of questions for him, not least that he
might need medical attention, a high ranking officer, a Superintendent, led the group of
officers.
Let in by a family member, so temporarily had licence, which was promptly and eloquently
revoked by Beardmore, officers ignored this and proceeded to another room where they
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demanded a breath test. On refusal he was detained and removed to a police station where
he still refused to provide a further specimen. Two separate charges preferred.
Lowly Walsall Magistrate's Court dismissed all charges on basis that the requirement to
provide a breath test was unlawful as the Police were trespassers who remained on
Beardmore's property against his will, and as a consequence all that flowed was also
unlawful, so the second specimen request was defective due to it genesis.

BRIEFER STILL:
This decision has recently been reaffirmed by the House of Lords in Morris v
Beardmore where their Lordships held that a constable
could not lawfully require a person to take a breath test if at the time of making the
request he was a trespasser on the premises of the person to whom he had made the
request.
This follows in the vein of Davis v Lisle (1934), Transport Ministry v Payn - [1977] 2 NZLR 50,
xxxxx more to add
" ......... in Transport Ministry v Payn and the House of Lords in
Morris v Beardmore and in Clowser v Chaplin have refused in the
absence of express statutory provisions to imply a power of entry
on to private property in order to ensure the efficacious
operation of the blood alcohol legislation.
As Cooke J stated in Payn:
“the courts should [not] infer rights of entry from general statutory language unless the: precise inference to be drawn is reasonably
obvious. “ In this case however he said that, “in defining the extent of
any rights of entry the courts would pass beyond interpreting what Parliament has said; they would be speculating about the intention of Parliament or legislating themselves.”
Similarly, Lord Scarman stated in Morris v Beardmore:

so overall what is the guess as to how much withheld - 40%, 60%, more ?

Maurice J Kirk BVSc
The Claimant
th
17 January 2016
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